STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
Department of English/NLJ

English Language Seminars, spring 2012

6 February  Maria Kuteeva and Raffaella Negretti, The impact of disciplinary knowledge-making practices on the development of genre literacy among L2 graduate students

20 February  Nils-Lennart Johannesson, Highlights of Old English syntax IX: vocatives, vocative particles and interrogative particles

27 February  Peter Sundkvist, On complementary quantity in Shetland Scots

5 March  Lionel Wee, National University of Singapore, How language policy in Singapore attempts to deal with hybridity

12 March  Jennifer K. Spenader, University of Groningen, Do Presupposition Triggers Influence the Felicity of Voice Mismatched Sentences?

19 March  Jane Setter, Reading University, Hong Kong English

26 March  David Minugh, Checking Your Time: On the Problem of Overlapping Corpus Searches

16 April  Diane Pecorari, Mälardalen, & Philip Shaw, Types of Intertextuality in Chairman’s Statements

23 April  Christina Alm-Arvius, Metaphors, cognition, language constructions and contexts

7 May  Somaje Abdollahian Barough, Perspectivation in narratives in Persian L2 English

14 May  Marta Andersson, Work in progress

21 May  Jessica Berggren, Peer assessment in a communicative classroom —what pupils learn from giving feedback

28 May  William Kretzschmar, University of Georgia, TBA

4 June  Annelie Ädel, The English-Swedish Parallel Corpus: Background and a case study

All the seminars (unless otherwise stated) take place at 2 p.m. in E890.
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